Abstract-We introduce a single-loop PLL that operates in a narrower-bandwidth, integer-mode during phase lock and in a wider-bandwidth, fractionalmode during transient. This hybrid PLL, as a generalization of the conventional variable-bandwidth PLL that shifts only its bandwidth, simultaneously achieves the fast-locking advantage of the fractional-PLL and design simplicity of the integer-PLL, and as such, brings benefits in certain important PLL applications. In addition, the frequency division mode switching, unique in the hybrid PLL, enables a new, more digital protocol to execute bandwidth switching. A CMOS IC prototype attests to the validity of the proposed approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
A S IN any dynamical system, bandwidths exert key influences on the dynamics of phase-locked loop (PLL) frequency synthesizers. Important characteristics of PLL frequency synthesizers, which are critically affected by bandwidths, include lock time and output spectrum.
Consider the design implications derived from the impact of bandwidths on the PLL dynamics, especially for the widely used charge-pump PLL frequency synthesizers. On one hand, a wider loop bandwidth directly translates to a faster locking, and hence, the bandwidth must be maximized to minimize lock time: the typical upper bound set to ensure loop stability is about 10% of the reference frequency [1] , [2] . On the other hand, too wide a bandwidth brings more spurs and component noise (except VCO noise) into the PLL's output spectrum, while too narrow a bandwidth brings more VCO phase noise into the spectrum. It is somewhere in the middle that designers find the bandwidth yielding the spectrum optimal for a given design task. This bandwidth for the optimum spectrum is often found to be smaller than [3] . Overall, maximizing the bandwidth for the fastest possible locking often betrays the need for a smaller bandwidth for the optimum spectrum. To overcome this tradeoff, a variable-bandwidth scheme is frequently employed in PLL frequency synthesizers [4] . In this approach, a wider bandwidth is used during transient to accelerate phase locking, but once a PLL enters a phase-locked steady state, the bandwidth is shifted to a smaller value to attain optimum spectrum. This scheme exploits the fact that lock time matters only in transient while spectrum matters only in steady state. The efficacy of the scheme originating from Crowley's patent [4] has been proven via extensive PLL implementations, e.g., [3] - [9] .
The variable-bandwidth PLL scheme, however, has so far been almost exclusively used within a fixed frequency division mode, i.e., the bandwidth switching has been executed while maintaining the same frequency division mode (integer-or fractional-). In this paper, we generalize this conventional variable-bandwidth scheme, introducing a PLL that changes not only the bandwidth, but also the frequency division mode in transitions between transient and steady states. More concretely, the PLL reported here operates in an integer-mode during phase lock (steady state), but in a fractional-mode, which inherently has a wider loop bandwidth, during transient. See Fig. 1 . The dual division modes and bandwidths are realized in a single loop. This hybrid PLL combining the two frequency division modes of differing bandwidths brings benefits in certain applications, as will be expounded upon shortly.
Section II describes the rationale behind our hybrid PLL. Section III presents its operation and architecture. Section IV contrasts our work with a couple of seemingly similar PLLs [10] , [11] . Measurements of a CMOS IC affirming the validity of the proposed approach are found in Section V.
II. RATIONALE
Here we consider the rationale of our hybrid PLL, discussing its unique features and application spaces.
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A. Feature 1-Simultaneous Achievement of Fast Locking and Design Simplicity
To elucidate this feature, let us first consider certain drawbacks of the conventional variable-bandwidth PLL whose frequency division mode is fixed at fractional-or integer- [3] - [9] .
For a given frequency resolution, the fractional-PLL has a larger reference frequency than the integer-PLL. Therefore, the transient-state bandwidth, limited to 10% of the reference frequency, is larger in the variable-bandwidth fractional-PLL than in its integer-counterpart. As a result, the former assumes a faster locking. This faster locking of the fractional-PLL, however, comes at the price of increased design complexity. The fractional-operation in steady state requires phase interpolators or high-order modulators to reduce fractional spurs [12] , [13] . Since quantization noise of such fractional spur reduction circuits can fold into and corrupt the PLL spectrum via loop nonlinearities, more efforts are required to minimize loop nonlinearities [2] , [14] - [16] . This design complexity is compounded by the fact that the negative impact of the quantization noise is hard to predict [17] . In contrast, the design of integer-PLLs is much less complex due to the absence of fractional spurs.
Our hybrid PLL simultaneously achieves the fast-locking advantage of the fractional-PLL and the design-simplicity benefit of the integer-PLL. As shown in Fig. 1 , the hybrid PLL operates in an integer-mode during steady state, but operates in a fractional-mode with a wider bandwidth (as discussed before, the fractional-operation can accommodate a wider bandwidth) during transient. The fast locking of the hybrid PLL is the natural outcome of the wider bandwidth fractional-operation during transient. The design simplicity of the hybrid PLL is attained because no fractional spur reduction circuit is needed in the transient fractional-mode as spurs matter only in steady state. With no need for any fractional spur reduction circuit, the switching between the two frequency division modes is executed by a reconfiguration of only a couple of components in a single loop, and the overall architecture is almost a simple integer-loop. (This will be explicitly shown in Section III.)
B. Application Spaces Enabled by Feature 1
In light of the foregoing discussion, we may view the hybrid PLL essentially as an integer-PLL, which is made faster than the normal integer-PLL by borrowing the speed of the fractional-PLL during transient. Therefore, the hybrid PLL can be especially valuable when design simplicity is a major priority, and hence, an integer-PLL is preferred, but at the same time, when the target frequency resolution is high (e.g., GSM, Bluetooth, and WLAN) so that normal integer-PLLs with correspondingly small loop bandwidths have speed handicaps.
It is to be stressed that since integer-PLLs in steady state have inherently worse phase noise than well-designed fractional-PLLs in steady state, the hybrid PLL would not be an optimal design choice when phase noise is to be made as small as possible. However, in certain applications including the aforementioned GSM, Bluetooth, and WLAN, integerPLLs can still meet target phase noise specifications, e.g., [16] and [18] - [21] . In such applications, the hybrid PLL can serve as a valuable design choice for the reasons stated in the previous paragraph.
C. Feature 2-New Protocol for the Bandwidth Switching
Another distinctive feature of the hybrid PLL as compared to the conventional variable-bandwidth PLL is that the frequency division mode switching unique in the former enables a new protocol to execute the bandwidth switching. Here we describe the basic idea: the details are found in Section III-B.
In the conventional variable-bandwidth PLL, two building blocks are reconfigured to alter the loop bandwidth: the charge-pump (its current) and the loop filter (its component values) [22] . In our hybrid PLL, the frequency division ratio change naturally arising from the frequency division mode switching can serve as an additional parameter to change the bandwidth. Our approach thus allows for a new protocol for altering the loop bandwidth, using not only the conventional parameters (charge pump current and loop filter components), but also the frequency division ratio. This allows designers to explore a larger design space in terms of bandwidth switching. Depending on specific design goals, one can properly proportion the changes in the loop filter components, charge pump current, and the frequency division ratio to alter the bandwidth. For instance, when the bandwidth is to be changed by a large amount, this new protocol can lessen the burden of the large change in the charge-pump current, as the frequency division ratio change can also contribute to the bandwidth change.
One very interesting usage of this new bandwidth-switching protocol is to change the bandwidth with a fixed charge-pump current. This is impossible in the conventional bandwidth-switching, but is possible with the hybrid PLL because the frequency division ratio change can play the role of the charge-pump current change. This interesting case represents an execution of the bandwidth switching in a more digital fashion where the analog charge-pump is not reconfigured at all.
III. OPERATING PRINCIPLES AND ARCHITECTURE
We now describe the operating principles of the hybrid PLL. We will first present the frequency division mode switching (Section III-A) and bandwidth switching (Section III-B) and then will combine them to form an overall architecture (Section III-C). Finally, we will examine the lock dynamics at around the switching moment (Section III-D).
A. Frequency Division Mode Switching
With Fig. 2 , we will explain our basic scheme to switch between the fractional-and integer-mode in a single loop. Both modes have to produce the same identical set of output frequencies with the same frequency resolution. Fig. 2(a) shows the fractional-mode operation of our hybrid PLL, which is used during transient. This is the standard fractional-PLL, but with no fractional spur suppression circuits (phase interpolators or high-order modulators). As mentioned in Section II-A, the fractional spur suppression circuits are not needed in our hybrid PLL, as the fractional-mode is used only during transient while spurs matter only in steady state. The reference frequency in Fig. 2(a) is equal to the frequency of the crystal oscillator signal . 1 The standard accumulator-prescaler combination yields a fractional frequency division ratio of . and are fixed integers, and is a channel selection index. The set of synthesized frequencies is given by as a function of . The frequency resolution is . To enable our hybrid PLL approach, when the fractionalloop of Fig. 2 (a) reaches a phase lock, the loop should be modified to form an integer-loop. This is done by a simple alteration that inserts a static divider (divide-by-) in front of each of the two inputs of the phase-frequency detector (PFD), as shown in Fig. 2 is apparent. Note from the foregoing discussions that the simple switching from the fractional-to the integer-loop is made possible by the absence of fractional spur reduction circuits in the fractional-loop and by our subsequent recognition that the accumulator used for the simplified (no fractional spur reduction) fractional frequency division can be readily used for integer frequency division as well by replacing the standard swallow counter. This notion was also exploited in [11] , but they used the division mode switching with no bandwidth switching. This contrast will be elaborated upon in Section IV.
Also note that the integer-mode of Fig. 2(b) has just a bit more hardware complexity than the fractional-mode of Fig. 2(a) (the fundamental reason for this is again the absence of any fractional spur suppression circuit in the fractionalmode), and hence, one can expect that an overall hybrid PLL architecture incorporating both modes in a single loop would have the same level of hardware complexity as the normal integer-PLL (the swallow counter and the accumulator have the same level of hardware complexity). We will revisit this point when we discuss the overall architecture in Section III-C.
In the hybrid PLL, the frequency division mode switching should be executed in synchronism with the bandwidth switching: the fractional-mode used during transient can accommodate a wider bandwidth, and hence, should be given a wider bandwidth for fast locking. Section III-B describes our protocol to execute the bandwidth switching in conjunction with the division mode switching.
B. Bandwidth Switching
We start with the same bandwidth switching principle as in the conventional variable-bandwidth PLL [4] : changing the open loop bandwidth while preserving the same open loop phase margin to maintain the same degree of PLL stability. Despite the same fundamental principle, our bandwidth switching protocol will prove unconventional due to the division mode switching accompanying the bandwidth switching.
Consider a general charge-pump PLL frequency synthesizer with a second-order loop filter [see Fig. 3(a) ]. The frequency division ratio can be an integer or a fractional number. The open-loop transfer function of this synthesizer is (1) where is the VCO gain, is the charge-pump current, and is the input impedance of the loop filter given by (2) where . The magnitude and phase of are then given by
The Bode plots of and are shown with solid lines in Fig. 3(b) , where the unity gain frequency is denoted as and the phase margin at is signified by . In the Bode plots, was assumed so that the pole is clearly separated from the zero . Now according to the bandwidth switching principle of [4] , we seek to increase the bandwidth by a factor of at the onset of a transient state while keeping the same phase margin of to preserve the same level of stability. This can be done by simultaneously executing the following two adjustments using three loop parameters, (loop filter resistance), , and :
Adjustment A: Reduction of by a factor of Adjustment B: Increase of by a factor of These adjustments replace in (3) and (4) with . This rescaling of corresponds to parallel translation of the Bode plots by along the axis in the log scale, resulting in the dashed lines in Fig. 3(b) . These parallel translations of the Bode plots produce the desired results: 1) the change of the unity gain frequency from to corresponds to the proportional bandwidth enhancement; 2) the phase margin at the new unity gain frequency is the same as that at the old unity gain frequency.
These parameter adjustments for bandwidth enhancement were derived quite generally, and are applicable not only to our hybrid PLL, but also to the conventional variable-bandwidth PLL with a fixed frequency division mode, as has been used numerous times [3] - [9] . In the latter, however, changing is not an option, and parameters available for the adjustments are limited to and .
In contrast, in our hybrid PLL, the increase in bandwidth at the onset of a transient is accompanied by the automatic reduction of by a factor of as the frequency division mode is also shifted from integer-(division ratio:
) to fractional-(division ratio:
), and as a result, the hybrid PLL offers a new protocol for altering the bandwidth, which not only uses the conventional parameters ( and ), but also exploits the automatic change in as an additional parameter. In this protocol, and are controlled interdependently for a given since it is that is used to execute Adjustment B. Below are two interesting examples of how the parameter adjustments for bandwidth switching above can be applied to our hybrid PLL.
• Example 1: This is an example where is kept constant and only the automatic reduction in is used to execute Adjustment B. This is a polar opposite of the bandwidth switching in the conventional variable-bandwidth PLL where must be increased to execute Adjustment B as is fixed. In this example, since is constant and is automatically reduced by a factor of , Adjustment B is performed with
. Adjustment A then can be done by decreasing by a factor of by designing the loop filter of Fig. 3(a) with a switch as shown in Fig. 3(c) , and closing the switch when the synthesizer is switched to the fractional-mode at the onset of a transient. With held constant and entirely relying on for Adjustment B, this example represents a bandwidth switching protocol more digital than any other parameter adjustment possibilities.
• Example 2: The example above is a semidigital bandwidth switching keeping the same . On the contrary, by not only exploiting the automatic reduction in , but also altering , one can attain the highest possible bandwidth during transient, as shown in this example. Here the transient bandwidth of the fractional-mode is maximized to 10% of the reference frequency of the fractional-mode, i.e., it is given by where is the crystal oscillator frequency [ Fig. 2(a) ]. For the steady-state bandwidth of the integer-mode to achieve the optimum spectrum, although it varies from design to design, let us choose 5% of the reference frequency of the integer-mode, i.e., , as a rough estimate for the sake of argument [23] . With these choices of the transient and steady-state bandwidth, we have 2 . Therefore, for Adjustment A, should be decreased by a factor of , and for Adjustment B, should be increased by a factor of since is automatically reduced by a factor of . Note that in the conventional variable-bandwidth PLL where is fixed, increasing the bandwidth by the same factor of requires the increase of by a much larger factor of . The above two examples clearly demonstrate the increased degrees of flexibility in the bandwidth switching that are made possible by the hybrid PLL operation.
C. Overall Architecture
By combining the fractional-mode of Fig. 2(a) and the integer-mode of Fig. 2(b) in a single loop, and simultaneously incorporating the bandwidth switching, we form the hybrid PLL frequency synthesizer of Fig. 4 . This architecture uses the semidigital bandwidth switching with a constant chargepump current (Example 1 in Section III-B). 2 This bandwidth switching factor of 2M is larger than the bandwidth switching factor p M of Example 1. This is attributed to not holding I at a constant value in this example. When the synthesizer of Fig. 4 enters a transient state, the two divide-by-blocks are disabled and screened out by the two multiplexers shown inside shaded areas, and the crystal oscillator signal and the prescaler output are directly fed to the two inputs of the PFD. This operation mode is equivalent to the fractional-loop of Fig. 2(a) . When the synthesizer attains a phase lock (which is signaled by the lock timer shown inside a shaded area in Fig. 4) , the two divide-by-blocks are enabled and the two multiplexers are now made to choose to use the outputs of the two divide-by-blocks as inputs of the PFD. This is equivalent to the integer-loop of Fig. 2(b) . The switch in the loop filter is open in the integer-mode, and is closed in the fractional-mode. Due to the constant charge-pump current, there is no switch associated with the charge pump.
In Section III-A, we argued by looking at Fig. 2 (a) and (b) that the overall architecture would be almost the same as a normal integer-PLL. Now the explicit architecture of the hybrid PLL in Fig. 4 permits us to exactly compare it to the architecture of normal integer-PLLs. To begin with, the circuit within the dashed box of Fig. 4 consisting of the accumulator, divide-by-, and prescaler, which performs the integer divide-bythrough the output , is similar to the more standard integer divide-bycircuit [2] consisting of a pulse swallow counter, divide-by-, and prescaler shown in Fig. 2(c) . The only difference comes from the accumulator and the swallow counter, but they have the same level of hardware complexity. Second, the divide-byblock in the upper portion of Fig. 4 is the same as the reference divider in standard integer-PLLs, which is commonly used in high frequency resolution applications. Therefore, the hybrid PLL of Fig. 4 is architecturally similar to the conventional integer-PLL, having only three additional components (the two multiplexers and the lock timer), which all consist of simple digital logic gates and programmable counters. This similarity is due fundamentally to the absence of any fractional spur suppression circuit in our hybrid PLL. The lock timer can be realized in a variety of ways [9] , [11] , [22] . We will present our lock timer operation in Section V along with the CMOS IC measurement.
D. Locking and Switching Dynamics
As we have completed the description of the operating principle of the hybrid PLL, let us now examine the evolution of the phase error with time at the output of the PFD with special attention to its behavior at around switching moments.
The hybrid PLL is essentially an integer-PLL, which is made faster by borrowing the speed of the fractional-PLL during the transient. Fig. 5(a) illustrates this notion by comparing the hypothetical lock behavior of the hybrid PLL (solid curve) to that of the normal integer-PLL (dashed curve). The loop bandwidth of the normal integer-PLL is equal to the loop bandwidth of the hybrid PLL at its steady-state integer-mode operation. In this figure, the vertical axis is the phase error obtained from the PFD output ( and are with reference to Fig. 2) , and the horizontal axis is the time, . When the two synthesizers start from the same phase error , the phase error of the hybrid PLL reduces towards zero faster than that of the normal integer-PLL because of the wider loop bandwidth of the former during its transient fractional-mode operation.
An important premise for our fast locking scheme via the hybrid approach is that at the moment when the fractional-mode is switched to the integer-mode at the onset of a phase lock, the phase error should not jump to a large value. More specifically in reference to Fig. 5(a) , when the hybrid PLL switches from the fractional-mode to the integer-mode (say, at ) after it acquires a phase lock, the new phase error of the integer-mode should not pop back up to exceed the phase error of the normal integer-PLL at the same time of . If this happened, the fast locking purpose of the hybrid PLL would be defeated.
We now argue that such a large phase error disturbance indeed does not occur. Since the fractional-mode [see Fig. 2(a) ] does not incorporate any fractional suppression circuit, once it enters a steady state with a phase lock at , the phase error is not settled to zero, but it exhibits a small oscillation between 0 and a certain maximum value , as shown with the zigzag pattern in Fig. 5(a) , which corresponds to fractional spurs in the frequency domain. A bit more detail of this phase error oscillation is illustrated in Fig. 5 (b) along with other relevant signals for an example with , , and . 3 The phase error of the error signal , which appears once in every period of the reference signal , continually grows up to given by (5) until the prescaler is reset to return the phase error to zero. This growth dynamics repeats itself with the period of , corresponding to the zigzag pattern in Fig. 5(a) . Now when the fractional-loop is reconfigured to form the integer-mode at in Fig. 5 (a) (this is the worst case scenario as the switching occurs when the phase error assumes the maximum value ), the new phase error will be given by (6) because the reference frequency is decreased by a factor of , while remains almost the same right after the switching. This means that there will not be a large phase error disturbance at all, but rather will be always smaller than . In addition, since can be safely assumed because the fractional-mode is faster than the normal integer-PLL, we conclude that and the hybrid PLL will settle always faster than the normal integer-PLL, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . Moreover, by combining (5) and (6), we obtain (7) which means that will be not only smaller than , but also significantly smaller than for a practical choice of values for , , and . The foregoing discussion shows that the shift from fractional-to integer-makes the phase error undergo a significant reduction instead of a disturbance (glitch), and hence, in principle, the division mode switching does not compromise, but rather enhances the power of the hybrid PLL approach.
In practice, the mode switching moment should be carefully chosen to ensure that right before the mode switching remains more or less the same in the next phase comparison event immediately following the mode switching, which was the basic assumption to obtain (6) . To see this clearly, let us provide an example where the mode switching time is ill chosen. If the mode switching takes place during the phase comparison, as in Fig. 6(a) (all the signal notations in this figure are with reference to Fig. 4) , i.e., if the lock timer output signals a mode switching after the rising edge of , but before the rising edge of , the PFD will miss the input rising edge of . As a result, the outputs of the two static dividers in Fig. 4 are misaligned, generating a large in the phase comparison period following the mode switching [see Fig. 6(a) ]. This phase error glitch can be avoided by synchronizing the mode switching time (the rising edge of ) with the falling edge of either or , as shown in Fig. 6(b) . With this edge alignment, will remain the same right after the switching, justifying (6) (In Fig. 6(b) , we simplified the picture by assuming a lock acquisition right after the switching into the integer-mode, and by making ).
A parasitic capacitance bypassing the physical switch in the loop filter of Fig. 4 can also give rise to a phase error glitch [22] , but a careful physical layout to minimize the parasitic capacitance easily solves the problem. As we will see in Section V, our implemented PLL does not exhibit any discernable phase error perturbation at the switching moment.
IV. COMPARISON TO PRIOR WORKS
We now compare our work with two seemingly similar PLLs reported in [10] and [11] .
In the PLL of [10] , while its frequency division mode is changed from fractional-to what is similar to integer-at the onset of a steady state, the goal is not fast locking, but fractional spur removal, and no explicit attempt for bandwidth switching is made. In addition, although their steady-state loop yields what a standard integer-PLL would yield in terms of output signals, the inner workings of the former are different from the latter. Overall, the PLL architecture of [10] is different from our hybrid PLL architecture.
The PLL of [11] employs the frequency division mode switching in a single loop, just as in our case, and their motivation is clearly fast locking. However, they deliberately maintained the same bandwidth between the two frequency division modes, hence not exploiting the speed advantage of the hybrid approach. 4 To preserve the same bandwidth, they used the fixed loop filter (hence, not performing Adjustment A, discussed in Section III-B) and at the same time they incorporated a charge pump switch in order to offset the automatic change of occurring in the mode switching with the charge-pump current change (hence, not performing Adjustment B, discussed in Section III-B). Therefore, the PLL of [11] is topologically and operationally in contrast with our hybrid PLL, which uses a fixed charge pump current, but incorporates a switch-bearing loop filter. Overall, the PLL of [11] may be viewed as a valuable intermediate step in the extensional development of our hybrid PLL from the conventional variable-bandwidth PLL [4] .
V. EXPERIMENTS

A. CMOS IC Prototype
A proof-of-concept hybrid PLL prototype was designed and fabricated in TSMC 0.18-m mixed-signal CMOS technology. Fig. 7 shows a die micrograph for the CMOS IC. The experimental results with this IC were briefly presented in [24] . The IC was packaged inside a 10-mm LQFP 44-pin package, which is mounted on a printed circuit board (PCB) that contains auxiliary electronics. A 1.8-V power supply was used.
The CMOS IC realizes the architecture of Fig. 4 where the frequency division mode switching takes place in synchronism with the semidigital bandwidth switching (constant charge-pump current). Most of the components of Fig. 4 were implemented on chip. The only off-chip (on-PCB) components are the crystal oscillator, most of the lock timer, and most of the loop filter. The component values of the implemented loop filter of Fig. 4 are pF, nF, and k . The lock timer operation will be explained shortly.
The target frequency synthesis plan for the CMOS IC is summarized at the top portion of Table I . A 64-MHz crystal oscillator is used MHz and , and hence, the maximum number for the channel selection index is 63. To create 129 channels, the prescaler is designed in such a way that three values were created. The CMOS IC successfully synthesized this target set of output frequencies. Since and we sought to use the semidigital bandwidth-switching protocol with a constant charge-pump current (Example 1 in Section III-B) in this implementation, the bandwidth enhancement factor is , and we accordingly set up the transient and steady-state loop bandwidths, as shown in the middle portion of Table I . The steady-state bandwidth of 50 kHz in the integer-mode was set at 5% of the reference frequency of the integer-mode (1 MHz), which is the proportion often used as an initial choice of the integer-mode bandwidth [23] . As the main goal here lies in verifying the concept of the hybrid PLL, especially its faster locking performance in comparison to the normal integer-PLL, we have not placed a significant effort in detailed optimization of the steady-state bandwidth of the integer-mode for optimum output spectrum.
B. Frequency Settling Measurements
We measured the locking transient of the hybrid PLL by exciting the system with a 64-MHz frequency step (from , (Channel-a) to , (Channel-b), i.e., from 2.430 to 2.494 GHz) at . The black line of Fig. 8 shows the frequency settling transient of the hybrid PLL measured using an Agilent E5052A signal source analyzer. The division mode and bandwidth of the hybrid PLL were simultaneously switched from the fractional-mode (400-kHz bandwidth) to the integer-mode (50-kHz bandwidth) at s. This switching time, which we call , was manually determined by first running the hybrid PLL in its fractional-mode without a switching operation, and estimating its settling time. As seen via the black line in Fig. 8 , no discernable phase disturbance is observed at the switching moment at s, and the overall frequency settling time for the hybrid PLL is about 20 s.
For comparison purposes, with the same frequency step excitation, we also measured locking transient of a normal integer-PLL, which is obtained from the hybrid PLL by constantly operating it in its integer-mode without employing the mode and bandwidth switching. The gray line of Fig. 8 shows the measured locking transient for the normal integer-PLL. The frequency settling time is approximately 80 s, which is four times larger than that of the hybrid PLL. This comparative characterization of the two PLL operations affirms the validity of our fast locking approach using the hybrid PLL.
C. Lock Timer Operation
In the experiment above, it is the lock timer that orders the PLL to switch from Channel-a to Channel-b at , and also orders it to switch from the fractional-mode to the integer-mode in Channel-b at , where is the predetermined time. Our lock timer depicted in Fig. 9 to the first flip-flop, and gets subsequently processed by the second flip-flop and the NAND gate. Overall, the output of the NAND gate goes from 1 to 0 and then back to 1, as shown in Fig. 9(b) , where its 0-duration is . Now the third flip-flop is clocked by the crystal oscillator signal and its input is . The resulting output of the third flip-flop is a delayed replica of , 5 and the 0-to-1 rising edge of is now aligned with the falling edge of . is the output of the lock timer, which signals the switching moments of the hybrid PLL. This is the same of Figs. 4 and 6. When goes first from 1 to 0, it leads the hybrid PLL from the steady-state integer-mode in Channel-a to the transient fractional-mode in Channel-b. When goes from 0 back to 1 after , the PLL switches from the transient fractionalmode in Channel-b to the steady-state integer-mode in the same channel. The rising transition of from 0 to 1 is what was shown with in Fig. 6 . As we aligned the falling edge of and the 0-to-1 rising edge of using the third flip-flop, phase error glitch does not take place at the mode switching, as explained in Section III-D.
D. Other Measurements
The main goal of this work to achieve fast locking using the hybrid PLL has been sufficiently demonstrated from the measurements above. Now for the sake of completeness, we briefly summarize other measured aspects of the hybrid PLL. Fig. 10(a) is a power spectral density of the hybrid PLL (at its steady-state integer-mode) measured using an Agilent E4448A spectrum 5 Since T
is not an exact integer multiple of the period T = 1=f of x(t) in general, l (t) and l(t) cannot be exactly the same. But since T T in most cases, l (t) and l(t) may be regarded as practically the same. analyzer when and (2.431 GHz of output frequency). This measurement shows the desired frequency synthesis with the 1-MHz frequency resolution as planned. The fundamental reference spur of 54 dBc appears at 1 MHz offset. Fig. 10 (b) is a corresponding phase noise plot at the same output frequency of 2.431 GHz, which was measured using the built-in phase noise measurement capability of the Agilent E4448A spectrum analyzer. As mentioned earlier, the steady-state bandwidth of the integer-mode was chosen at 5% (50 kHz) of its reference frequency without bandwidth optimization for optimum spectrum, as it was not the main goal of this work, and therefore, the rather large input referred noise was not fully suppressed by the steady-state integer-mode, and consequently, the phase noise plot exhibits the 40-dB/dec slope of the second-order loop filter around the frequency range from 100 kHz to 1 MHz. At higher frequencies, the phase noise plot follows the 20-dB/dec slope, which corresponds to the high-pass filtered phase noise of the VCO. The phase noise can be further optimized by properly choosing the steady-state bandwidth of the integer-mode and by reducing the component noise, without afflicting the hybrid PLL operation as the latter is independent of the phase noise optimization. Table II summarizes the measured spectral data, as well as the component-by-component breakdown of the power consumption.
VI. CONCLUSION
The conventional variable-bandwidth PLL frequency synthesizer, introduced by Crowley in [4] , has gained popularity among PLL designers due to its fast locking virtue, but it has been almost exclusively operated with a fixed frequency division mode. This paper reported on an extension from this conventional technique, introducing a PLL that changes not only its bandwidth, but also its frequency division mode in transitions between transient and steady states. Achieving fast locking and design simplicity simultaneously and allowing for a more digital bandwidth control, this is an integer-PLL that is made faster during transient by borrowing the speed of the fractional-PLL, and could be a useful addition to the current state of PLL design.
